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Dear Ms Dwyer

I certainly appreciate you allowing me this brief submission demonstrating seven reasons
why ACCC should block the Suncorp/ANZ merger

1. I have personally attended every live AGM ANZ and all other big banks held in the last
5 years.
I attended CBA, NAB, Westpac, Bendigo, BOQ, Suncorp AGM's where all Directors
meet shareholders after every AGM in every year physical meetings were held.
ANZ’s directors on the other hand failed to meet shareholders after every AGM.
(Media reports in Banking Day by George Lekakis and The Age by Charlotte Grieve
confirm this)
This also occurred six years ago in Perth that I did not attend. 
I have witnessed security guards preventing all shareholders including myself from
even approaching Directors
Last year only the Chair and a solitary director from the Boards eight Directors (Ilana
Atlas) met mum and dad shareholders. ANZ's annual report promising precisely the
opposite, that directors would indeed be delighted to meet shareholders after the AGM.
ANZ stands alone in avoiding shareholders

2. The Australian Banking Association ABA introduced Customer Advocates as part of a
six point plan just prior to the Financial Services Royal Commission.
CBA, NAB, Westpac, BOQ, Bendigo, Macquarie and others all have Customer Advocates
in continuous operation from implementation
ANZ is the only big bank that closed their Customer Advocate office.
I have access to an ANZ customer who has a letter from ANZ's Office of the Customer
Advocate saying there is no longer an Office of the Customer Advocate.

3. ANZ along with the other three major banks have been closing branches at a rapid
pace. This is especially problematic in our rural and regional areas where customers are
often older, technology is thinner and travel time to get to remaining branches greater.
Queensland has a greater proportion of regional centres than other states

ANZ stands out in the big four banks for refusing to provide banking services through
Australia Post’s 3,500 outlets, even whilst they are rapidly closing branches

4. One of several recommendations from the Financial Services Royal Commission was a
National Farm Debt Mediation (FDM) scheme. A FDM scheme is even more important
in Queensland given the many regional towns described above
Just as ANZ are making promises now ANZ has long advocated for a national FDM
scheme but in practice has done nothing as the current hitch patch scheme favours banks






